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Before MURPHY, McKAY, and McCONNELL, Circuit Judges.

McKAY, Circuit Judge.

In these consolidated appeals, Relator-Appellant Jack Grynberg appeals the
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district court’s dismissal of a large number of coordinated qui tam cases Relator
had brought against numerous natural gas pipelines and other companies involved
in measuring natural gas produced from federal or Indian lands. 1 The district
court dismissed the cases for lack of subject matter jurisdiction under 31 U.S.C. §
3730(e)(4), holding that Relator’s complaints were based upon publicly disclosed
allegations and that Relator was not an original source of the information upon
which the allegations in his complaints were based. We affirm.
B ACKGROUND
Beginning in June of 1997, Relator filed a series of seventy-three lawsuits
under the qui tam provisions of the False Claims Act against a large number of
natural gas pipeline companies and their various parents, subsidiaries, and
affiliates, accusing them of underpaying royalties to the government in violation
of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(7). Each complaint accused the Defendants named therein
of utilizing several identified mismeasurement techniques to knowingly
underreport or cause others to underreport the heating content and volume of gas,
with a resultant underpayment of federal royalties. Most of the alleged

1

Of the seventy-three related appeals originally filed and consolidated by
this court, appellant voluntarily dismissed twenty-nine of those appeals during the
course of appellate proceedings. The dismissed appeals were: 06-8100, 06-8109,
06-8113, 06-8114, 06-8115, 06-8116, 06-8117, 06-8118, 06-8119, 06-8128, 068134, 06-8137, 06-8138, 06-8139, 06-8140, 06-8142, 06-8143, 06-8144, 06-8146,
06-8150, 06-8152, 06-8153, 06-8154, 06-8155, 06-8162, 06-8163, 06-8167, 068169, 06-8175.
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mismeasurement techniques were common to all seventy-three cases.
The cases were transferred as multidistrict litigation to the District of
Wyoming, where Defendants filed motions to dismiss for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction. Under the direction of a special master, the parties conducted
limited discovery on this issue. Because the special master and district court
considered evidentiary materials and because the jurisdictional question was
intertwined with the merits, the special master and district court properly treated
Defendants’ motions to dismiss as motions for summary judgment under Rule
56(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. See United States ex rel. Hafter v.
Spectrum Emergency Care, Inc., 190 F.3d 1156, 1159 (10th Cir. 1999).
In his report and recommendations, the special master concluded that forty
of the seventy-three cases should be dismissed under § 3730(e)(4) because the
allegations in these cases had been publicly disclosed and Relator was not an
original source of the information upon which the allegations were based. The
special master concluded that the remaining thirty-three cases were not
jurisdictionally barred because none of the Defendants in these cases were
identified in any public disclosure alleging mismeasurement of natural gas. The
district court adopted in part and modified in part the special master’s report,
holding that all of the cases were barred under § 3730(e)(4) because the publicly
disclosed allegations of widespread mismeasurement were sufficient to set the
government on the trail of the fraud as to all Defendants and Relator did not fit
11

within the original source exception to the public disclosure bar. The court
therefore entered judgment in favor of Defendants in each of the seventy three
cases. 2
On appeal, Relator challenges the district court’s conclusions that the
public disclosure bar was triggered as to all Defendants and that Relator was not
an original source of the information upon which the allegations were based. We
review these issues of subject matter jurisdiction de novo, employing the same
legal standard as the district court. See United States ex rel. Grynberg v. Praxair,
Inc., 389 F.3d 1038, 1047 (10th Cir. 2004).
D ISCUSSION
The False Claims Act imposes liability on any person who “knowingly
makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or statement to conceal,
avoid, or decrease an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the
Government.” 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(7). The FCA’s qui tam provisions allow a
private individual, known as a relator, to bring a civil action on behalf of the
government against such persons and to share in any resulting government
recovery. See Kennard v. Comstock Res., Inc., 363 F.3d 1039, 1041 (10th Cir.
2004) (citing 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(1) and (d)). “The purpose of the FCA ‘is to

2

In seven cases, judgment was entered pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b)
because the district court’s order did not dispose of all claims. The subsequent
dismissal of these remaining claims was separately appealed and is not addressed
in this opinion.
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enhance the Government’s ability to recover losses sustained as a result of fraud
against the Government.’” Praxair, 389 F.3d at 1041 (quoting S. Rep. No. 99345, at 1 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5266, 5266). To further that
purpose, Congress has sought through the qui tam provisions to achieve “‘the
golden mean between adequate incentives for whistle-blowing insiders with
genuinely valuable information and discouragement of opportunistic plaintiffs
who have no significant information to contribute of their own.’” United States
ex rel. Fine v. Sandia Corp., 70 F.3d 568, 571 (10th Cir. 1995) (quoting United
States ex rel. Springfield Terminal Ry. v. Quinn, 14 F.3d 645, 649 (D.C. Cir.
1994)). Accordingly, a relator’s action will be jurisdictionally barred if it is
based on allegations or transactions already in the public domain unless the
relator can show that he is an “original source” of the information on which the
allegations are based. 31 U.S.C. § 3730(e)(4)(A). “If jurisdiction is challenged,
the burden is on the party claiming jurisdiction to show it by a preponderance of
the evidence.” Hafter, 190 F.3d at 1160.
To determine whether the FCA’s public disclosure bar has been triggered,
we consider “(1) whether the alleged ‘public disclosure’ contains allegations or
transactions from one of the listed sources; (2) whether the alleged disclosure has
been made ‘public’ within the meaning of the FCA; [and] (3) whether the
relator’s complaint is ‘based upon’ this ‘public disclosure.’” United States ex rel.
Holmes v. Consumer Ins. Group, 318 F.3d 1199, 1203 (10th Cir. 2003). If each
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of these three questions is answered in the affirmative, the public disclosure bar is
triggered and the relator must demonstrate original source status in order to
proceed with his qui tam action. United States ex rel. Fine v. Advanced Scis.,
Inc., 99 F.3d 1000, 1004 (10th Cir. 1996).
Public Disclosure
The district court concluded that the public disclosure bar had been
triggered as to all Defendants based upon two main sets of documents: (1) several
documents related to an investigation conducted in the 1980s by the United States
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs and (2) court documents from and
newspaper reports describing a qui tam action Relator had filed in 1995 against
forty-four natural gas pipeline companies in the District of Columbia, which the
court dismissed in March 1997 for failure to plead fraud with specificity and
improper joinder of parties. The Senate Committee documents disclosed the
mismeasurement of oil and gas on a large scale but did not identify any specific
companies that engaged gas mismeasurement, while the defendants named in the
1995 qui tam action overlapped with Defendants or affiliates of Defendants in
approximately half of the seventy-three 1997 complaints. Rejecting the special
master’s conclusion that the public disclosure bar was only triggered by public
disclosures that specifically named Defendants or affiliates of Defendants, the
district court concluded that the Senate Committee documents and the 1995 action
had triggered the public disclosure bar as to all Defendants because these
14

documents alerted the government to the industry-wide nature of the fraud and
enabled the government to readily identify wrongdoers through an investigation
of the companies measuring gas produced from federal or Indian lands.
On appeal, Relator does not dispute that the 1995 action and Senate
Committee documents were publicly disclosed and were from sources listed in §
3730(e)(4)(A). 3 Rather, he disputes the applicability of the third prong of the
public disclosure test to his complaints. This prong of the analysis asks whether
the qui tam complaint was “based upon,” meaning “supported by,” the publicly
disclosed allegations or transactions. See United States ex rel. Fine v. MKFerguson Co., 99 F.3d 1538, 1545 (10th Cir. 1996). “The test is whether
‘substantial identity’ exists between the publicly disclosed allegations and the qui
tam complaint.” Id. Relator argues that this prong was not satisfied as to at least
some Defendants and some mismeasurement techniques because these Defendants
and techniques were not identified in any public disclosed allegation.
As an initial matter, we address Relator’s argument that each alleged
mismeasurement technique was a separate and unique claim of fraud that should
not be barred unless specifically alleged in a public disclosure. Relator correctly

3

Relator asserts in a footnote that a relator’s own prior qui tam action
should not trigger the public disclosure bar against him. Relator has not properly
raised this issue on appeal. See United States v. Hardman, 297 F.3d 1116, 1131
(10th Cir. 2002) (“Arguments raised in a perfunctory manner, such as in a
footnote, are waived.”). Moreover, we see no basis in the statute or our case law
for such an exception.
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points out that we use a claim-by-claim analysis to determine whether the
allegations in a complaint were publicly disclosed. See, e.g., id. at 1547; see also
United States ex rel. Boothe v. Sun Healthcare Group, Inc., 496 F.3d 1169, 1177
(10th Cir. 2007) (holding that “courts must analyze the jurisdictional status of
each reasonably discrete claim of fraud in a qui tam action”). After reviewing the
qui tam complaints at issue here, however, we agree with the district court that
the alleged mismeasurement techniques are not separate claims of fraud but are
rather interrelated parts of the alleged fraud of deliberately mismeasuring natural
gas volume and misanalyzing gas heating content in order to underpay royalties to
the United States. We conclude that the district court correctly considered
whether there was substantial identity between the complaints and the publicly
disclosed documents based on the overall fraudulent mismeasurement scheme
rather than each mismeasurement technique allegedly employed in the scheme.
We further agree with the district court that the fraudulent scheme alleged in the
1997 complaints shares substantial identity with the allegations publicly disclosed
in the Senate Committee documents and 1995 lawsuit. See MK-Ferguon, 99 F.3d
at 1546-47 (holding that inclusion of additional details in qui tam complaint does
not prevent application of public disclosure bar); see also Praxair, 389 F.3d at
1051 (holding that qui tam actions only partially based upon publicly disclosed
allegations or transactions may still be barred).
The next question we must address is whether the public disclosures of
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natural gas mismeasurement by other industry members and in the industry as a
whole were sufficient to trigger the public disclosure bar as to Defendants not
named in these disclosures. A handful of relevant cases provide us with guidance
on this issue.
The first circuit to squarely address this issue was the Eleventh Circuit in
Cooper v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Florida, Inc., 19 F.3d 562 (11th Cir.
1994). In Cooper, a relator sued Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida for incorrectly
instructing him that Medicare and not BCBSF should pay on his claims first, thus
causing Medicare to make payments that should have been covered by BCBSF as
his primary insurer. The Eleventh Circuit rejected the district court’s conclusion
that the relator’s allegations had been publicly disclosed in several sources,
including a General Accounting Office report describing widespread Medicare
secondary payer fraud throughout the insurance industry, newspaper accounts
publicizing similar wrongful practices committed by other insurance companies,
and a prior qui tam action against Blue Cross Blue Shield of Georgia alleging the
same type of conduct. Stating that it was “crucial whether [the defendant] was
mentioned by name or otherwise specifically identified in public disclosures,” the
Eleventh Circuit held that “[r]equiring that allegations specific to a particular
defendant be publically disclosed before finding the action potentially barred”
implemented the goals of the statute by “encourag[ing] private citizen
involvement and increas[ing] the chances that every instance of specific fraud
17

will be revealed.” Id. at 566.
We distinguished Cooper in United States ex rel. Fine v. Sandia Corp., 70
F.3d 568 (10th Cir. 1995). In Sandia, the relator sued Sandia Corporation under
the FCA for misappropriating nuclear waste funds. A prior General Accounting
Office report and a congressional hearing had disclosed that contractors operating
at two of the Department of Energy’s nine multi-program laboratories were
engaging in this practice. Although Sandia was not named in these public
disclosures, we held that the public disclosure bar had been triggered as to Sandia
because the report and hearing “set the government squarely on the trail of the
alleged fraud without [the relator’s] assistance.” Id. at 571. Because these
disclosures “detailed the mechanics of the practice, revealed that at least two of
Sandia’s eight sister laboratories were engaged in it, and indicated the DOE’s
acquiescence,” we concluded that “they sufficiently alerted the government to the
likelihood” that Sandia would also engage in the practice. Id. at 571. We held
that Cooper was distinguishable because, “[w]hen attempting to identify
individual actors, little similarity exists between combing through the private
insurance industry in search of fraud and examining the operating procedures of
nine, easily identifiable, DOE-controlled, and government-owned laboratories.”
Id. at 572. In light of “Congress’ twin goals of rejecting suits which the
government is capable of pursuing itself, while promoting those which the
government is not equipped to bring on its own,” we concluded that it would be
18

contrary to the purposes of the FCA to exercise jurisdiction over the relator’s
claim in this case. Id. at 571 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Other circuits have followed the Sandia reasoning and similarly
distinguished Cooper where the public disclosures at issue are sufficient to set the
government squarely upon the trail of the alleged fraud. For instance, in United
States v. Alcan Electrical and Engineering, Inc., 197 F.3d 1014, 1019 (9th Cir.
1999), the Ninth Circuit held that a qui tam action making identical allegations to
a prior lawsuit was barred by the public disclosure bar because, although only one
of the defendants had been named in the prior lawsuit, the qui tam defendants
were all part of a “narrow class of suspected wrongdoers—local electrical
contractors who worked on federally funded projects over a four-year period” and
filed weekly payrolls with the government during this period. The Ninth Circuit
held that “the instant case is similar to Sandia, in that the government, as
regulator and owner, presumably would have ready access to documents
identifying those contractors. This ready access makes it highly likely that the
government could easily identify the contractors at issue.” Id.
Likewise, in United States ex rel. Findley v. FPC-Boron Employees’ Club,
105 F.3d 675 (D.C. Cir. 1997), the D.C. Circuit held that publicly disclosed
allegations that federal employees’ clubs inappropriately retained revenue from
vending services on federal property triggered the public disclosure bar as to the
relator’s qui tam action against employees’ clubs of the Bureau of Prisons.
19

Noting that the public disclosures at issue disclosed that the practice occurred
throughout the federal government, identified the nature of the fraud, and
identified the types of actors engaged in the allegedly fraudulent activity, the
court concluded that the relator’s allegations “substantially repeat what the public
already knows and add only the identity of particular employees’ clubs engaged in
the questionable and previously documented generic practice.” Id. at 687. The
court rejected the relator’s argument that the public disclosures at issue were
similar to a generic disclosure of fraud by defense contractors, stating that
“[l]ittle similarity exists between combing through the myriad of transactions
performed by the various defense contractors in search of fraud and finding easily
identifiable federal employee organizations that provide vending services on
federal property.” Id.
Applying the reasoning from these cases to the facts before us, we hold that
the Senate Committee documents and 1995 qui tam action publicly disclosed the
allegations against all Defendants named in Relator’s 1997 complaints. We note
that, as in Sandia, the public disclosures at issue named a significant percentage
of industry participants as wrongdoers and indicated that others in the industry
were very likely engaged in the same practices. 4 The 1995 action alleged

4

In fact, the percentage of industry participants named in the public
disclosures is, according to Relator’s own figures, exactly the same as the
percentage named in Sandia.
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mismeasurement by natural gas pipeline companies in general and did not suggest
that the alleged practices were limited to the named defendants. Indeed, the
complaint indicated that further investigation might lead to knowledge of more
mismeasurement techniques and participation in this type of activity by other
companies. Newspaper reports regarding this action also disclosed the
industrywide nature of this action’s broad allegations.
As in Findley, Alcan, and Sandia, the public disclosures provided specific
details about the fraudulent scheme and the types of actors involved in it,
removing this from a situation where the government would need to comb through
myriad transactions performed by various types of entities in search of potential
fraud. A general allegation of Medicare fraud—or even more a specific allegation
of Medicare fraud through the practice of incorrectly informing patients or healthcare providers that claims should be submitted first to Medicare and not the
primary insurer—does not help the government know where to focus in an
investigation of the countless individual Medicare claims submitted to the
government by vast numbers of health care providers and individuals. By
contrast, the specific allegation that measurers of natural gas on federal and tribal
lands engage in identified techniques to mismeasure gas obtained from federal or
tribal properties allows the government to target its investigation toward specific
actors and a specific type of fraudulent activity.
The government’s ability to investigate the potential fraud in this case is
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also furthered by the information in its records and its control over the locations
at which the fraud is allegedly occurring. The government knows and has
contracts with the royalty payors who either measure or rely on purchasers’
measurements of gas produced from federal land. Although the royalty payors
may not always measure the gas themselves, the government should be able to
discover from these royalty payors the source of the measurements upon which
they are basing their royalty payments. Moreover, the measuring facilities at
which the alleged fraud is occurring are located at government-controlled
facilities on federally or tribally owned lands and are subject to physical
inspection by the government. 5 Thus, an investigation into the publicly disclosed
allegations at issue here is not analogous to poring over millions of individual
Medicare claims looking for specific instances of fraud by insurers, health-care
providers, and other potential wrongdoers.
We therefore conclude that the allegations of industrywide gas
mismeasurement disclosed in the 1995 complaint and the Senate Committee
documents were sufficient to set the government on the trail of the fraud as to all
Defendants and thus that the allegations in Relator’s 1997 complaints were

5

Although Relator argues that the district court impermissibly resolved
disputed issues of material fact in Defendants’ favor, he cites to no evidence in
the record calling these facts recited by the district court into dispute.
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publicly disclosed. 6 Because the public disclosure bar has been triggered, all the
instant cases will be barred for lack of subject matter jurisdiction unless Relator
can demonstrate original source status. Accordingly, we turn to the question of
whether Relator fits within the original source exception to the public disclosure
bar.
Original Source
The FCA defines an “original source” as “an individual who has direct and
independent knowledge of the information on which the allegations are based and
has voluntarily provided the information to the Government before filing an
action under this section which is based on the information.” 31 U.S.C. §
3730(e)(4)(B). We first consider how the second part of this definition, the prefiling disclosure requirement, affects our analysis of the first part, then consider
whether Relator has demonstrated that he had direct and independent knowledge
of the information underlying his allegations.
In United States ex rel. King v. Hillcrest Health Center, Inc., 264 F.3d
1271, 1280 (10th Cir. 2001), we discussed the pre-filing disclosure requirement of
the original source definition. We noted that “courts have not settled on what it
means to have ‘voluntarily provided the information to the Government before

6

Because we conclude that these documents publicly disclosed the
allegations of all the instant complaints, we need not consider whether any other
documents could also constitute public disclosures of the allegations.
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filing an action.’” Id. (quoting § 3730(e)(4)(B). We also noted that this pre-filing
disclosure requirement is distinct from the written disclosure requirement of §
3730(b)(2) and requires the relator to “voluntarily provide the Government with
the essential elements or information on which the qui tam allegations are based”
before filing the qui tam action. Id. We stated: “The pre-filing voluntary
disclosure requirement encourages private individuals to come forward with their
information of fraud ‘at the earliest possible time and . . . discourage[s] persons
with relevant information from remaining silent.’” Id. at 1280-81 (alterations in
original) (quoting United States v. Bank of Farmington, 166 F.3d 858, 866 (7th
Cir. 1999)). Additionally, we noted, “this requirement also gives the government
the chance to consider whether there has already been public disclosure of the
matters, whether the prospective relator in fact possesses direct and independent
knowledge of the matters he is disclosing, and whether he is making disclosures
on a voluntary basis.” Id. at 1281 (internal quotation marks omitted). We then
held that a relator could not qualify as an original source if he had withheld
essential elements of the fraud transaction from his pre-filing disclosure and thus
“deprive[d] the government of key facts necessary in its efforts to confirm,
substantiate or evaluate the fraud allegations.” Id.
Based mainly on Hillcrest, the district court held that the “direct and
independent knowledge” element of the original source test must be satisfied with
information the relator voluntarily disclosed to the government before filing and
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that no other information can be considered in the original source assessment.
Although we agree with Relator that this result was not directly compelled by
Hillcrest, we conclude that the district court’s holding was a sensible
interpretation of the statute in light of the purposes of the FCA.
As noted above, the FCA’s qui tam provisions are intended to achieve “‘the
golden mean between adequate incentives for whistle-blowing insiders with
genuinely valuable information and discouragement of opportunistic plaintiffs
who have no significant information to contribute of their own.’” Sandia, 70 F.3d
at 571 (quoting Springfield, 14 F.3d at 649). As an incentive for individuals with
genuinely valuable information to come forward with that information, the
original source statute provides an exception to the public disclosure bar for a
relator who voluntarily provides the government with information about which he
has direct and independent knowledge before filing the qui tam action. If a
relator does not voluntarily provide such information to the government, however,
the purposes of the FCA weigh against allowing him to bring a qui tam action and
share in any resulting government recovery, at least where the government has
already been alerted to the fraud by a public disclosure. “[I]t is our task to ensure
that ‘qui tam suits are limited to those in which the relator has contributed
significant independent information.’” Findley, 105 F.3d at 686 (quoting
Springfield, 14 F.3d at 653) (emphasis added).
As we held in Hillcrest, it is appropriate to apply the statute’s jurisdictional
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requirements in a manner that “encourages private individuals to come forward
quickly with their information, to not dawdle when there has been a public
disclosure, and to discourage persons from withholding or remaining silent about
their relevant information.” 264 F.3d at 1281. Permitting a relator to satisfy the
pre-filing disclosure requirement by providing the government with a minimal
amount of information regarding the fraud, while other information about which
the relator has direct and independent information is withheld from the
government until trial, would hamper the government’s ability to investigate the
fraud and would provide no incentive for individuals to come forward quickly
with all relevant information in their possession. We agree with the special
master that, “if a relator does not deem information important enough to
voluntarily disclose it to the government before filing suit, he should not be
allowed to later rely upon it to establish his status as an original source.” (Report
and Recommendations at 102-03.) We thus hold that our assessment of Relator’s
knowledge in this case is limited to information he voluntarily provided to the
government before filing suit.
Accordingly, we now consider whether the information Relator provided to
the government shows that he had “direct and independent knowledge” of the
information underlying the allegations in any of his 1997 qui tam complaints. 7

7

As stated above, we reject Relator’s argument that each individual
(continued...)
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Knowledge is “direct and independent” if it is “marked by [the] absence of an
intervening agency” and “unmediated by anything but [the relator’s] own efforts.”
MK-Ferguson, 99 F.3d at 1547 (alterations in original) (internal quotation marks
omitted). “To establish original source status knowledge, a qui tam plaintiff must
allege specific facts—as opposed to mere conclusions—showing exactly how and
when he or she obtained direct and independent knowledge of the fraudulent acts
alleged in the complaint and support those allegations with competent proof.”
Hafter, 190 F.3d at 1162. Secondhand information, speculation, background
information, or collateral research do not satisfy a relator’s burden of establishing
the requisite knowledge. Id. at 1162-63. “A relator’s ability to recognize the
legal consequences of a publicly disclosed fraudulent transaction does not alter
the fact that the material elements of the violation already have been publicly
disclosed.” Findley, 105 F.3d at 688. The fact that a relator has background
information or unique expertise allowing him to understand the significance of
publicly disclosed allegations and transactions is also insufficient. United States
ex rel. Stinson, Lyons, Gerlin & Bustamante, P.A. v. Prudential Ins. Co., 944 F.2d

7

(...continued)
mismeasurement technique constituted a separate allegation of fraud. Relator
chose to plead the mismeasurement techniques as interrelated parts of his broad
claim of fraud in Defendants’ measurement of gas. Therefore, like the district
court, we consider for each case whether Relator demonstrated original source
status as to the broad mismeasurement claim as a whole, not as to each fact
alleged in support of this claim.
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1149, 1160 (2d Cir. 1991).
Relator bears the burden of alleging the facts essential to show jurisdiction
and supporting those facts with competent proof. United States ex rel. Precision
Co. v. Koch Indus., Inc., 971 F.2d 548, 551 (10th Cir. 1992). The district court
concluded that there was insufficient evidence in the record to support
consideration of either Relator’s oral communications with government
employees or documents that may have been copied by government
representatives during their reviews of Relator’s files. We agree. Thus, like the
district court, we will limit our assessment of Relator’s knowledge to the two sets
of disclosure documents he provided to the government before filing suit. 8
Relator provided the government with no information regarding any named
Defendant in several of the 1997 qui tam cases. He contends that his experience
in the industry, his hypotheses regarding the accuracy of certain measurement
techniques, and his interviews with third parties such as manufacturers of
measuring devices and government representatives are sufficient to show direct
and independent knowledge that all members of the industry were engaging in the
alleged fraudulent practices. We disagree and hold that, in those cases where
Relator did not even provide the names of any Defendants to the government, he

8

We agree with the special master that, to the extent there is a dispute of
fact regarding whether Relator provided these documents to the government
before filing suit, it must be resolved in favor of Relator for purposes of summary
judgment.
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cannot qualify as an original source as to the allegations in those complaints.
In several other cases, Relator provided the government only with pages of
handwritten notes briefly mentioning telephonic or attempted telephonic
interviews with employees of various Defendants. For certain Defendants, the
notes indicated that Relator or his staff confirmed through these interviews that
Defendants used one or two specific measurement practices that were the subject
of the qui tam complaints, such as measuring gas downstream of the orifice plate.
We conclude that this secondhand knowledge from employees of various
Defendants does not constitute “direct and independent” knowledge, and thus that
Relator is not an original source as to these Defendants.
A few other Defendants were briefly mentioned in one or two documents
besides the phone call notes, but the references to these Defendants were
innocuous, irrelevant to the allegations in Relator’s complaints, or based upon
speculation, publicly available documents, and secondhand information. We thus
hold that Relator did not demonstrate “direct and independent” knowledge as to
these Defendants.
The special master identified three cases in which Relator’s claim of
original source status was strongest because, taken in the light most favorable to
him, the information he provided to the government demonstrated that he had a
limited amount of direct and independent knowledge about a handful (though far
from a majority) of the mismeasurement techniques these defendants allegedly
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employed. As the special master noted, these three cases thus raised the issue of
just how much direct and independent information a relator must have in order for
his allegations to be “based” upon this information in accordance with the
statutory mandate. See § 3730(e)(4)(B). The special master considered four
possible approaches to make this assessment and concluded that an “all or nothing
approach” requiring direct and independent knowledge of every alleged fact in the
complaint would be too restrictive, while a “bare minimum” approach would err
in the opposite extreme. The third approach suggested by the special master, a
“pick and choose” approach, would limit the relator to claims based on
allegations for which he had direct and independent knowledge, while the rest
would be dismissed. However, as the special master noted, this approach would
require the district court to effectively redraft relators’ complaints. Moreover,
this approach also suffers from the “all-or-nothing” approach’s draconian
rejection of individual claims based even in small part on publicly disclosed
information. Thus, the special master concluded that the best approach would be
the fourth suggested approach, a “substantiality” standard. Under this standard,
the district court would evaluate the relator’s independently discovered
information against the entirety of the allegations on which he based his claim
and sustain the relator’s invocation of subject matter jurisdiction only if his
contribution in terms of direct and independent knowledge was substantial.
We agree with the special master that “substantiality” is the best approach
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to assess whether a relator’s direct and independent information is sufficient to
qualify him as an original source. This standard provides a balance between “the
dual goals of ‘avoidance of parasitism and encouragement of legitimate citizen
enforcement actions.’” Kennard, 363 F.3d at 1041 (quoting Springfield, 14 F.3d
at 651). The substantiality standard’s emphasis on the relative value of the
relator’s direct and independent knowledge when compared with the rest of the
complaint encourages the relator not to overreach by tacking reams of publicly
disclosed information onto his complaint. However, the standard still allows the
realtor to supplement his direct knowledge with some information derived from
innocuous public sources, thus avoiding the pitfalls inherent in the “all or
nothing” and “pick and choose” approaches. Applying this standard to the facts
before us, we conclude that Relator’s limited direct and independent information
as to each of these Defendants is minimal in comparison to the broad scope of his
allegations against them and thus fails to meet the substantiality standard. We
therefore hold that Relator lacks sufficient direct and independent knowledge to
qualify as an original source as to these Defendants.
We conclude that Relator did not provide the government with information
demonstrating sufficient direct and independent knowledge to qualify as an
original source as to any Defendants. Because we affirm the district court’s
dismissal of the complaints on this ground, we do not address Defendants’
additional arguments regarding Relator’s status as an original source. We
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likewise do not address Defendants’ alternate argument for dismissal based on the
written disclosure requirement of 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(2).
C ONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, we AFFIRM the district court’s dismissal of
Relator’s qui tam complaints. We DENY Relator’s motion to remand based on
supervening law.
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